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Abstract: As of the technology is advancing, Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are gradually adopted in the industrial world due to their advantages over wired networks. In addition to saving cabling costs, WSNs widen the realm of environments feasible for monitoring. They thus add sensing and acting capabilities to objects in the physical world and allow for communication among these objects or with services in the future Internet. However, the acceptance of WSNs by the industrial automation community is impeded by open issues, such as security guarantees and provision of Quality of Service (QoS). In this paper, to examine both of these perspectives, we select and survey relevant WSN technologies dedicated to industrial automation. We determine QoS requirements and carry out a threat analysis, which act as basis of our evaluation of the current state-of-the-art. According to the results of this evaluation, we identify the security, filtration of vulnerable data. Hence, we tries give focus on efficient filtration of data using the key management mechanism.

1. INTRODUCTION

This global market totally depend on the internet network, hence of many technology has come into existence to facilitate such service, one of them is Wireless sensor networks may be deployed in uncontrolled or even hostile environments and hence are subject to various attacks. For example, an adversary can easily gain access to mission critical information by monitoring wireless communication among sensor nodes, or inject false messages into the networks through some compromised nodes. Therefore, it is crucial to deploy secret keys into wireless sensor networks to encrypt wireless communication or establish authentication among sensor nodes. The challenge is how to efficiently generate, distribute and maintain secret keys among sensor nodes. This problem is called key management problem for wireless sensor networks and can be solved by carefully designed key management schemes. In this work, we survey existing key management schemes for wireless sensor networks and provide taxonomy of them. Most of schemes deal with symmetric key management, while a few of them discuss public key management. Since public key algorithms are generally considered too expensive for the use in wireless sensor networks, we focus our discussion on symmetric key management schemes. We divide these schemes into pair wise key, group key and global key schemes depending on what kind of keys they distribute and manage, and category them into probabilistic, deterministic and hybrid depending on how possible the keys can be generated. We also classify these schemes depending on whether they exploit deployment
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In the rest of this section, we introduce threat model and goals of key management schemes, and then discuss the pairwise key schemes, the group key schemes and a global key scheme.

Recent advances in micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) technology, wireless communications, and digital electronics have enabled the development of low-cost, low-power, multifunctional sensor nodes that are small in size and communicate unfettered in short distances. These tiny sensor nodes, which consist of sensing, data processing, and communicating components, leverage the idea of sensor networks based on collaborative effort of a large number of nodes. Node management using the high filtration mechanism or algorithms is to facilitate unrelated data.

2. RELATED WORK

There are many definitions of what constitutes application security. Many industry sources utilize the application lifecycle approach that emphasizes application fortification throughout the design, development, deployment, upgrade, and maintenance phases. Considering the facts, Sensor nodes are not tamper-resistant; hence, the adversaries can easily compromise some nodes and launch various attacks through the compromised nodes. They can inject false data into the networks. These attacks not only cause false alarms in the base station, but also consume up the limited energy of forwarding nodes. Moreover, the adversaries can launch DoS attacks by selectively dropping some forwarding data, or intentionally contaminating the authentication information of data to make it dropped by other benign nodes if some authentication mechanisms are enforced.

Wireless networks are vulnerable to various malicious attacks. We list some possible attacks as follows:

- Eavesdropping: The adversaries may obtain critical or sensitive information by eavesdropping on wireless communication.
- Jamming: The adversaries can broadcast a high-power signal to disrupt or interfere with wireless communication.
- Replaying: The adversaries may replay the previously received messages to disturb the functionalities of wireless networks.

- Wormhole: The adversaries can record the information received at one location and replay them at another location via some wormhole tunnel, e.g., a fast wired link, which fools the wireless nodes far from each other to believe they are neighbors.
- Dropping/Selective Forwarding: The adversaries may compromise some nodes, and drop all or some of the messages that should be forwarded by those nodes.
- Flooding: The adversaries may inject a huge amount of useless information into wireless networks via some compromised nodes to disrupt wireless communication and/or deplete the energy of wireless nodes.
- Modification/Pollution: The adversaries can modify or corrupt the information transmitted in wireless networks.
- False Data Injection: The adversaries can inject false information into wireless networks to disturb the functionalities of wireless networks and/or deplete the energy of wireless nodes.
- Impersonating/Sybil Attack: A compromised node can impersonate another legal node or claim the identities of multiple legal nodes.

Wormhole: The adversaries can record the information received at one location and replay them at another location via some wormhole tunnel, e.g., a fast wired link, which fools the wireless nodes far from each other to believe they are neighbors. Dropping/Selective Forwarding: The adversaries may compromise some nodes, and drop all or some of the messages that should be forwarded by those nodes. Flooding: The adversaries may inject a huge amount of useless information into wireless networks via some compromised nodes to disrupt wireless communication and/or deplete the energy of wireless nodes. Modification/Pollution: The adversaries can modify or corrupt the information transmitted in wireless networks.

False Data Injection: The adversaries can inject false information into wireless networks to disturb the functionalities of wireless networks and/or deplete the energy of wireless nodes. Impersonating/Sybil Attack: A compromised node can impersonate another legal node or claim the identities of multiple legal nodes. Inductive key derivation is the process of deriving a key by coercing information from the wireless LAN and is also referred to as an active network attack. As mentioned in the section on stream ciphers, encryption is accomplished by performing the XOR function with the stream cipher to produce the cipher-text. Inductive network attacks work on this premise. Network-based services and managed services in general introduce more stringent requirements for application security, thereby creating an internal demand for the customer-facing service. For securing data and applications in a virtualized or multi-tenant environment, service providers must rely on federated identity capabilities. Consider the following services,
capabilities, and deployment models that require application security built into the service delivery model itself.

3. METHODS

Regardless of technology related to networking, Wireless communication is prone to eavesdropping. In wireless sensor networks, distributing secret keys among sensor nodes allows them to secure their communication with encryption. Key management, including key generation, distribution, revocation and update, not only provides the basic cryptographic service, but also are critical to implement other security mechanisms. However, there are still a lot of unsolved problems in providing efficient key management for wireless sensor networks. For example, sensor nodes may not have sufficed memory for key storage and cannot support heavy public-key algorithms. These problems motivate us to study key management for wireless sensor networks. In this paper, we identify three aspects related to the context.

I. Key management for wireless sensor networks between sensor nodes should be secured, which demands the efficient distribution of secret keys. Key management provides not only the fundamental cryptographic services, but also the basic component to construct other security mechanisms, hence, should be carefully studied.

II. Filtering false data injection and DoS attacks in wireless sensor networks (for authenticity and availability). For various applications to function correctly, it is important to make sure that valid information can be delivered to desired destinations. However, false data injection produces invalid information and DoS attacks disrupt information delivery. So, they must be efficiently filtered.

III. Secure network coding (for integrity). Network coding is promising to maximize network throughput and gains more and more applications in wireless networks. However, it poses a lot of new security problems that have not been well addressed. As of we come across the filtration mechanism to vulnerable data discussed in the section.2. It follows following steps:

Secure connectivity: These features provide highly secure and scalable network connectivity, incorporating multiple types of traffic. Examples include IP Security (IPSec) VPN, Group Encrypted Transport VPN, Dynamic Multipoint VPN, Enhanced Easy VPN, and Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) VPN. Typical IP networks run innumerable applications, both legitimate and surreptitious, that compete with voice, video and real-time data applications that are sensitive to performance. For example, voice traffic is sensitive to latency—voice packets are typically smaller and if they are queued behind large noncritical data packets, you can immediately perceive the degradation as audible clicks. Video traffic consumes high bandwidth and is sensitive to jitter; it is often impractical to buffer video data during delays, so packets are usually dropped with a view to quickly returning to a steady stream; if this packet loss happens too often, the result is a choppy stream and unhappy viewers.

These enterprise voice and video applications require sophisticated quality of service (QoS) and IP Multicast mechanisms to preserve voice and video quality. The premise of site-to-site and remote-access VPNs is to transport this traffic mix over encrypted ubiquitous and inexpensive public Internet access, for both primary and backup connectivity. Extending voice and video application quality over VPNs brings additional requirements in the form of integration of IPSec with QoS or IP Multicast. Voice over IP and IPTV are already mainstream; systems continue to grow in adoption. As these real-time voice and video telephony applications proliferate, so too do the VPN and security performance, scale, and feature integration requirements at the branch-office site. It leads to sometimes the filtration mechanism to so complex; hence every packet has to filter in the sense of network.

QoS: Low-Latency Queuing (LLQ) before cryptography is a critical requirement to help ensure voice quality over VPNs. The embedded processor provides LLQ as well as post encryption interface-level QoS.
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efficiency by eliminating the requirement to configure separate tunnels. Encapsulating IP Multicast packets allows IP Multicast routing (for example, Protocol Independent Multicast (PIM)) to route the packets even though they are encrypted. Native IP Multicast encapsulation also avoids the excessive packet replication that normally occurs with unicast tunnels. Secure Multicast is well suited for applications such as encryption of IP packets sent over satellite links, encryption in audio conferencing, secure real-time content replication, and DMVPN, among others.

Integrated threat control: These features prevent and respond to network attacks and threats using network services. Examples include Cisco IOS® Firewall, Cisco IOS Intrusion Prevention System (IPS), Content Filtering, NetFlow, and Flexible Packet Matching (FPM).

Trust and identity: These features allow the network to intelligently protect endpoints using technologies such as authentication, authorization, and accounting and public key infrastructure (PKI). Shared key authentication requires the client use a pre shared WEP key to encrypt challenge text sent from the access point. The access point authenticates the client by decrypting the shared key response and validating that the challenge text is the same. The process of exchanging the challenge text occurs over the wireless link and is vulnerable to a man-in-the-middle attack. An eavesdropper can capture both the plain-text challenge text and the cipher-text response. WEP encryption is done by performing an exclusive OR (XOR) function on the plain-text with the key stream to produce the cipher-text. It is important to note that if the XOR function is performed on the plain-text and cipher-text the result is the key stream leads to high level of sensory.

4. CONCLUSION

Application security is not a standalone security requirement. Rather, it must be addressed across business networks and, more importantly, across business processes. It should be regarded as part of the broader set of business requirements for minimizing business risk, maximizing employee productivity, and protecting company brands and corporate reputations. Wireless sensor networks support various applications such as battlefield surveillance, target tracking or traffic control, in which sensor nodes should report detected events or sensing readings to the base station. However, the data reports are vulnerable to forging, modifying and dropping and the adversaries can inject false data into networks. The forged reports about battlefield may cause false alarms in the base station and the dropped reports might be critical for traffic control. So, it is important to ensure that the information transmitted with wireless sensor networks is valid, correct and available. Some solutions for filtering false data injection are not efficient and robust for dynamic sensor networks, while few of them consider DoS attacks simultaneously. Thus, we are inspired to address both attacks for wireless sensor networks. Hence for further analysis of the performance we may have to extend the reliability.
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